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Ronald Dion DeSantis (/dəˈsæntɪs/ or /diːsæntɪs/; born September 14, 1978) is an

American politician serving as the 46th governor of Florida since 2019. A member of

the Republican Party, DeSantis represented Florida's 6th congressional district in

the U.S. House of Representatives from 2013 to 2018.
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American politician serving as the 46th governor of Florida since 2019. A member of the Republican

Party, DeSantis represented Florida's 6th congressional district in the U.S. House of Representatives

from 2013 to 2018.
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2 days ago - To Date, More Than $226 Million Awarded for 88 Projects Across 53 Florida Counties,

Connecting More Than 250,000 Homes and Businesses TALLAHASSEE, Fla. – Today, Governor Ron

DeSantis announced $60 million in awards through the Broadband Opportunity Program to expand

broadband Internet access ...
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8 hours ago - Published: 1:04 PM Florida restaurant sues Ron DeSantis over law banning drag

performances · Florida governor to tour Iowa, New Hampshire and South Carolina after online 2024

presidential campaign hit by technical glitches · Published: 1:03 PM Ron DeSantis heads to early

primary states after ...

Ron DeSantis | US news | The Guardian
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Ron DeSantis and Florida Republicans may have pissed off the wrong peop…
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Disney sues Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis, alleges political effort to hurt its b…
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18 hours ago - The latest tweets from Ron DeSantis (@GovRonDeSantis)

Ron DeSantis (@GovRonDeSantis) · Twitter
twitter.com › GovRonDeSantis

1 day ago - The latest breaking news, comment and features from The Independent.

Ron Desantis - latest news, breaking stories and comment - Th…
independent.co.uk › topic › ron-desantis

1 hour ago - CNN's data analyst dived into some polling for Gov. Ron DeSantis (R-FL)

to closely examine why the GOP presidential candidate isn't connecting well with

voters. DeSantis spent over a month traveling the early primary states claiming to

promote his new book. At the beginning of March, DeSantis ...

Data analyst explains why Ron DeSantis is in trouble with voter…
rawstory.com › ron-desantis-favorability-satisfaction
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2 hours ago - The Florida governor is likely to continue bullying and marginalizing people he believes are

different and lesser,

Opinion | Ron DeSantis won’t fight for us - The Washington Post
washingtonpost.com › opinions › 2023 › 05 › 28 › ron-desantis-wont-fight-us

4 hours ago - Ron DeSantis called a "swamp creature" who "fought ...

Ron DeSantis called a "swamp creature" who "fought ...
twitter.com › FLVoiceNews › status › 1662972018776580098

4 hours ago - Furries; stock photoThe furries are now angry with Ron DeSantis.

Megaplex, a “furry convention” in Orlando that hosts fetishists interested in

anthropomorphic animal characters, announced it is banning minors from attending

this year’s convention due to Governor DeSantis’ “Protection ...

Furries Are Now Angry with Ron DeSantis! Florida Furry Con Ban…
survivalmagazine.org  › home › news & current events
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18 hours ago - I am running for President of the United States because I want to lead Our Great

American Comeback. Our country is going in the wrong direction. We see it with our eyes and we feel it

in our bones...

Ron DeSantis for President
rondesantis.com

4 hours ago - A lot of people are upset with Florida Governor Ron DeSantis

CHRISTIAN WHITON: Ron DeSantis Has All The Right Enemies | …
dailycaller.com  › big tent ideas › christian whiton: ron desantis has all the right enemies

7 hours ago - Gov. Ron DeSantis became Florida’s 46th governor on January 8, 2019.

Prior to that, DeSantis represented Florida’s 6th congressional district in the U.S.

Congress from 2013-2018. A Republican, DeSantis graduated from Yale University

and Harvard Law School and then served as an officer and ...

Ron DeSantis | Fox News
foxnews.com › category › person › ron-desantis

9 hours ago - See posts, photos and more on Facebook

Governor Ron DeSantis
facebook.com › GovRonDeSantis

10 hours ago - Jim focuses on the announcement from Gov. Ron DeSantis that he is

running for President. Jim sits down for an extended one-on-one interview with Lev

Parnas, a former DeSantis supporter, who went to prison for his role in the scandal

surrounding Donald Trump's first impeachment.

Facing South Florida for May 28: DeSantis Running for Presiden…
cbsnews.com  › local news › facing south florida for may 28: desantis running for president

14 hours ago - Ron DeSantis has been accused of a “catastrophic” approach to the

climate crisis after he launched his campaign for US president by saying he rejects

the “politicization of the weather” and questioning whether hurricanes hitting his

home state of Florida have been worsened by climate change.

DeSantis accused of ‘catastrophic’ climate approach after ...
theguardian.com › us-news › 2023 › may › 28 › ron-desantis-climate-crisis-campaign

1 day ago - googletag.cmd.push(function() { googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-1469714874611-2'); });

Stephen A. Smith Calls Ron DeSantis 'One Of The Stupidest Pe…
thespun.com › more › top-stories › stephen-a-smith-calls-ron-desantis-one-of-the-stupi…

1 day ago - DeSantis has made the culture wars central to his political identity — and intends to run that

way in the GOP primary for president.

Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis, top rival to Trump, jumps into the rac…
gpb.org › news › 2023 › 05 › 26 › florida-gov-ron-desantis-top-rival-trump-jumps-the-rac…

2 days ago - Keep up to date on news coverage about Ron DeSantis, Florida's republican governor.

Ron DeSantis | Latest News & Updates | AP News
apnews.com › hub › ron-desantis

Twitter’s livestream event with Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis crashed and was delayed

on Wednesday as hundreds of thousands of users logged on to hear DeSantis

announce his bid for the White House.

Published: 2 days ago

Twitter livestream: Glitches, echoes and 'melting the servers' ...
cnn.com › 2023 › 05 › 24 › tech › twitter-desantis-meltdown › index.html

02:13

Fox's Mark Levin defends posting fundraising link for Ron DeSan…
mediamatters.org › mark-levin › foxs-mark-levin-defends-posting-fundraising-link-ron-de…
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2 days ago - MARK LEVIN (HOST): I thought the DeSantis appearance on my show

last night was very good and very important. We will allow any serious candidate --

not anybody, you know, "I'm running for president --" No, on the program. That's

what we do here. It's called free speech.
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